
 

Climate Class Spring Term Newsletter 
Another busy term for Class 4, that seems to have flown by!  

Our topic of Farming seems to have been an absolute hit 
with the children and they particularly enjoyed our visit to 
Woofa Bank Farm. Throughout our topic, we have learnt 
about the different types of farming that we have in the UK. 
We have explored sustainable farming and grasped a 

concept on where our food comes from. It was lovely to see all the 
children in class so engaged in this.  

In English, the children started off the term 
writing horror stories, focussing on techniques for 
building tension and suspense. Once again, showing 
me how many budding authors we have in our class. 
We have more recently, written Sci-Fi stories, where 
the children created their own weird and wonderful 
alien creatures and planets. Lets just say, I hope we 
don’t have an alien invasion anytime soon that 

involves these aliens or we’ll be in trouble!  

In our class PE, our units have been Dance, led by Miss Exley and the 
children did brilliantly at this learning a full dance routine. There were some fantastic 
efforts and impressive moves. We then moved on to Gymnastics and 
children have excelled in this, creating their own routines. We definitely 
have some very talented children in our class!  

Maths has been predominantly focussed on Fractions and 
then decimals. Not everyone’s favourite unit of work, 
however, all the children persevered with this and linking this 
to food (seems to be a reoccurring event in our learning as they know how 
much Miss Fawcett loves food) such as pizza, chocolate and cake seemed 

to enable children to grasp concepts.  

A huge well done to all the children in Climate class for their 
work this term. Once again, showing me 
just how amazing they all are!  


